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7500
Coin Counter/Packager/Verifier
Fast, compact coin processing, suitable for high volume applications

7500
Coin Counter/Packager/Verifier
The De La Rue 7500 is a high speed, compact, single
denomination coin counter, packager and verifier.

Compact

Fast, Efficient Throughput
The 7500 increases productivity by accurately counting up
to 4,000 dimes per minute. A large capacity tilting inspection
pan holding up to 5,000 dimes provides a convenient,
efficient method of feeding coins into the hopper.

Utilizing minimal counter space, the 7500 fits into any cash
room environment. An optional stand with lockable casters
enables the 7500 to be transported and used in a wide
range of applications.

Multiple Functionality

Easy to Use

With the unique tube mechanism, coins are automatically
fed into tubes, allowing a one-handed packaging operation.

The 7500 will process virtually any coin or token. Coins can
be counted by piece or value with the amount shown on an
easy-to-read LED 8 digit display.

With wrap, batch and count models, the 7500 allows flexible
coin processing. The ability to attach coin tubes, as well as
bags, offers versatility in its application.

Programmable bag stops offer the ability to accurately
fill bags to any level of coin. With a front off-sort facility,
it is not necessary to mount the 7500 on a table corner.
The front off-sort is easily accessible to the operator,
increasing efficiency.

De La Rue Cash Systems coin and currency processing
products are the direct result of 100 years experience in
the design, manufacturing and distribution of world class
cash handling solutions. Worldwide service and support is
provided through De La Rue Cash Systems’ network of
branch offices and authorized distributors.

Technical Specifications
Coin/ token size range
Diameter: 0.590" to 1.50" (15.0mm to 38.0mm)

Dimensions

Inspection pan capacity
Up to 5,000 coins
Processing speed
Up to 4,000 coins per minute
Bag stops
Programmable bag stops from 0-999,999
Power supply
115-230 VAC (±10%), 50/60Hz
Options
Coin tube rack to store unused tubes
Crimper motor and heads
Inspection pan magnet
Off-sort bagging attachment
Machine stand with locking casters
RS232 serial interface
Standard features
Automatic Disk Reverse

This leaflet is for general guidance only. De La Rue Cash
Systems is pleased to give detailed specifications of its
products in this leaflet. As the Company’s products and
services are continually being developed, it is important for
the customer to check that the information contained herein
includes the latest particulars. This document is not part of
a contract or license save insofar as may be expressly agreed.
Copyright © 2002 De La Rue Cash Systems Inc.
De La Rue and the Founders Head Device is a registered
trademark of De La Rue plc

Height
7.99”
(203mm)

Width
12.52”
(318mm)

Depth
23.50”
(597mm)

Weight
49 lbs (22.2kg)
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